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ABSTRACT
The effects of pressure densification on 1,3,5-tri(1-naphthyl)benzene (TNB) are assessed from volumetric and calorimetric measurements.
The pressure densified glass (PDG) has higher density than conventional glass (CG), but unlike ultrastable TNB glass prepared using vapor
deposition which also has elevated density, TNB PDG exhibits higher enthalpy and lower thermal stability than when formed at ambient
pressure. PDG also exhibits anomalous physical aging. Rather than evolving monotonically toward the equilibrium density, there is an over-
shoot to a lower density state. Only when the density of the PDG becomes equivalent to the corresponding CG does the density begin a slow
approach toward equilibrium.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5122765., s

INTRODUCTION

The utility of glasses makes them an obvious topic of research
although their complex, nonequilibrium properties present chal-
lenges to investigations of structure-property relationships. There
are various methods of forming a glass, some commercially impor-
tant and others being developed; these fabrication techniques
include tempering,1,2 lamination,3,4 bulk metallic alloying,5–7 vapor
deposition,8,9 vitrification in a strong electric field,10,11 anisotropic
glasses,12 and the use of pressure. This last method, known as
pressure densification, is of interest herein. Pressure densification
entails application of pressure prior to cooling of an equilibrium
liquid to the glassy state. The resulting pressure densified glass
(PDG) exhibits a higher density and different thermal and mechan-
ical properties than the corresponding glass prepared by cool-
ing at low pressure (conventional glass, CG).13–21 Understanding,
manipulating, and exploiting the full potential of PDG offer the
possibility of better properties. We recently showed that pressure
densified polymeric glasses become unstable at temperatures sig-
nificantly lower than the glass transition temperature of the CG,
which limits the utility of these materials at higher temperature
and places an upper bound on the useful densification pressure.22

However, glasses are in a nonequilibrium state which complicates
fundamental studies, and the time-dependent behavior of PDG,

especially at temperatures close to the glass transition, is poorly
understood.

Physical aging of a glass refers to the slow spontaneous decrease
in volume and enthalpy accompanying evolution toward the liq-
uid state. This lack of stability is a problem inherent to virtually
all glasses as mechanical properties change, embrittlement being
an obvious example. On the other hand, the equilibration pathway
of a PDG is not obvious. For example, a PDG can be produced
that has the density of the equilibrium liquid at that temperature
and pressure.23–26 However, since a glass inherits the structure of
its liquid at the state at which it was formed,27,28 the structure and
configurational properties are close to those of the liquid at the sub-
stantially higher temperature and pressure at which the PDG was
vitrified.

We carried out a study to characterize the stability, volume
recovery, and physical aging of conventional and pressure den-
sified glasses of TNB. TNB is a good glass-former, being readily
quenched into an amorphous glass,29–33 and as we show herein, it
is highly responsive to pressure. TNB can also be vapor deposited
to form a glass that exhibits higher density and unusual sta-
bility, corresponding to a conventional glass aged for centuries
or longer.33,34 Obtaining equilibrated glass is intriguing from a
fundamental perspective, for example, in the search for a gen-
uine phase transition that might underlie the glass transition.35,36
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The practical consequences are obvious since physical aging
becomes negligible, and thus, the properties become stable. How-
ever, PDG, despite being denser than CG, can have higher enthalpy
and lower stability,25,26,37 making the comparison of aging of these
types of glasses especially interesting.

EXPERIMENTAL

The glass former characterized herein was the (α,α,α) isomer
of 1,3,5-tri(naphthyl)benzene (99% purity), purchased from TCI
Chemicals and used as received.

Pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) measurements were per-
formed with a Gnomix apparatus, which allows for in situ spe-
cific volume measurements over a wide range of temperatures
(25–250 ○C; ±0.25 ○C control) and pressures (10–200 MPa).38 Prior
to loading into the Gnomix device, the sample was degassed, heated
above its melting point, then formed into a bubble-free, solid
pellet. Pressure-densified samples were prepared by heating into
the liquid state, applying pressure (>10 MPa), then cooling into
the glass to 25 ○C at the pressure, followed by the release of the
pressure to 10 MPa (the minima for the instrument). To deter-
mine material properties other than specific volume, the pressure-
densified glass was removed from the Gnomix apparatus at 25 ○C,
with subsequent measurements during heating. Therefore, there
is a small time difference between the formation of the pressure-
densified glass and measurement of thermodynamic properties
(but transfer time between glass formation and the measurements
was at least two orders of magnitude shorter than the recovery
time).

Temperature-modulated differential scanning calorimetry (TM-
DSC) was used (TA Q1000 with TA LNCS and calibrated using
indium and sapphire) to determine the thermodynamic proper-
ties of conventional and pressure-densified glasses of TNB. For
the measurement, the CG was equilibrated at 200 ○C, followed by
cooling to 20 ○C at 0.5 ○C/min. Both conventional and pressure-
densified glasses were then measured upon heating at 0.5 ○C/min
to 200 ○C with a modulation amplitude of 1 ○C and a period
of 60 s.

Dielectric spectra were obtained using a Novocontrol Alpha-
A analyzer in conjunction with a Delta environment chamber. The
samples were measured in a parallel plate geometry during both
cooling and heating, with 2 ○C increments over the range from 20
to 200 ○C.

RESULTS
Vitrification of TNB

TNB was cooled to a glass at various pressures P1, with rep-
resentative results for a vitrification pressure of 200 MPa shown in
Fig. 1. Releasing the pressure (to the minimum of our apparatus,
10 MPa, rather than ambient) reduces the density although it
remains higher than ρ of the CG. This densification is an increasing
function of P1, as quantified by the parameter δ,39

δ = vCG − vPDG(P0)
vCG − vPDG(P1)

, (1)

FIG. 1. Pressure densification of TNB at 200 MPa showing cooling under pressure
(crosses), followed by heating after release of the pressure (circles). The heating
curve is equivalent to that of the CG (triangles) beyond Tg, whereas the PDG is
denser than the conventional glass.

in which P0 = 10 MPa herein and νCG and νPDG are the specific
volumes of glass formed at P0 and P1, respectively. In Fig. 2, δ is
plotted for vitrification pressures from 50 to 200 MPa. The values
for TNB are at the upper end of the range of δ reported for other
PDGs.22,25,40–42

At the highest densification pressure herein (P1 = 200 MPa), the
density of TNB increases almost 1% over ρ of the CG. In Fig. 2, the
effect of densification pressure is seen to be leveling off, as seen previ-
ously for PDG,25 with a similar effect also observed for their density
fluctuations.43 More substantial density increases are unlikely by a
further increase in P1, and in fact, a prior study of pressure den-
sification of polycarbonate found that there is a maximum in ρ vs
densification pressure, ascribed to the decreasing thermodynamic
stability of PDG.22 This reduced stability is seen herein for TNB in
the higher enthalpy for the PDG compared to the CG (Fig. 3). The
origin of this effect remains to be fully understood but is related to

FIG. 2. Pressure densification parameter [Eq. (1)] for TNB at various pressures,
along with literature results for various materials at P1 = 200 MPa.
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FIG. 3. Differential scanning calorimetry data (0.5 K min−1) showing the lower sta-
bility of the pressure-densified TNB. The data shown are per mass, and although
the PDG is denser, the curves are qualitatively unchanged if the enthalpy were
expressed per unit volume. The dashed line is the linear extrapolation of the liquid
data.

unstable structures formed at the higher vitrification temperature,
inducing internal stresses, reduced free volume,44,45 reduced local
ordering,46 and slightly more anharmonic vibrational motions.47

Andersson and Johari27,28 interpreted the reduced stability in terms
of the lower entropy and higher thermal expansivity of PDG. How-
ever, Fig. 4 shows that for TNB, the temperature of the glass to liquid

FIG. 4. Cooling of TNB at various pressures to 300 K (lower 4 curves), followed
by heating after the pressure was reduced to 10 MPa (upper curves). Depending
on P1 and the temperature, the density of PDG is above or below the extrapolated
density (dashed line) of the equilibrium liquid. The inset shows the glass transition
temperature for cooling at various pressures with the line at the fit of Eq. (2). These
temperatures are indicated by short vertical lines in the main panel (the cooling
curve for 10 MPa is not shown). The horizontal dashed line in the inset is the
transition temperature (=354 K) for heating at 10 MPa, which is independent of the
vitrification pressure.

transition, indicated by the thermal expansivity assuming the value
of the liquid, is independent of the vitrification pressure, despite the
fact that the glass transition temperature measured for CG during
cooling systematically increases with pressure (Fig. 4 inset). Fitting
this Tg(P) data to the empirical Andersson equation,48

Tg(P) = Tg(0)(1 +
a
b
P)

1/a
, (2)

with Tg(0) = 354 K, a = 3.15, and b = 769 MPa−1, the low pres-
sure limiting value of the pressure coefficient of Tg for TNB is
0.44 K/MPa. This value is higher than literature values for other
glass-forming materials.49

Volume recovery and physical aging

In common with CG is slow structural equilibration of the
PDG, accompanied by an increase in ρ toward its equilibrium value.
The specific volume of the PDG is lower than that of the CG, but as
can be seen in Fig. 4, it can be less or greater than the (extrapolated)
equilibrium liquid volume, depending on temperature. To investi-
gate the effect of proximity to the equilibrium density on physical
aging, a PDG was formed at 200 MPa and after the release of the
pressure, it was heated to various temperatures below Tg , followed
by annealing at that temperature. The subsequent physical aging in
all cases effected an increase in volume, independent of the equilib-
rium value (Fig. 5). For physical aging at temperatures not far from
Tg (340 ≤ T (K) < 354), the volume actually traverses the equilib-
rium volume to a higher value. This volume “overshoot” in aging
of pressure densified glass has been observed previously.23–26 For
T < 315 K, the specific volume of PDG is higher than the equilib-
rium value but, nevertheless, increases with aging time. The factor
driving this aging process is the underlying glass structure, not the
density.

This curious behavior of PDG was examined in detail for phys-
ical aging at Tg—11 K (Fig. 6). There is a relatively rapid change

FIG. 5. The change in specific volume during physical aging of TNB (P1 = 200
MPa) heated to different temperatures after release of the pressure, followed by
aging at 10 MPa. The specific volume overshoots the equilibrium value (dashed
line). The dotted lines are the predictions of the modified KAHR model [Eq. (6)].
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FIG. 6. Physical aging of TNB at T = Tg − 11 K. Dotted lines show the prediction
of the modified KAHR model for the two glasses [Eq. (6)].

in volume over the initial several hours, until the density of the
CG is attained; we refer to this process as volume recovery. Upon
further aging, the PDG and CG are indistinguishable. Evidently,
the stressed regions in the PDG evolve initially to attain the struc-
ture of the CG, with subsequent slow aging toward equilibrium.27

A similar response of the enthalpy has been reported during the
aging of PDG.17,25,37,50 The initial volume recovery of the PDG at
various temperatures (Fig. 7) was fit to a stretched exponential
function,

ν(t) − νi
νf − νi

= 1 − exp [−t/τr]β, (3)

where νi and νf are the respective initial and final volumes, β is a con-
stant, and τr is the time constant for volume recovery. This strictly
empirical equation has been shown to provide results comparable
to those obtained using various models for aging of glasses.51 Our
best-fits are shown in the figure, with the recovery most “stretched”
(β = 0.58) at lower temperature (Fig. 7). The stretching exponent

FIG. 7. Physical aging of TNB PDG at the indicated temperatures along with the fit
of Eq. (3). Application of Eq. (6) (KAHR model) fails to describe the data, as seen
in Fig. 6.

for the dielectric relaxation close to the glass transition is lower
(β = 0.46). If we make the assumption that the volume recovery
involves the same reorientational motions that underlie the dielec-
tric glass transition relaxation, the larger β for volume recovery
suggests that the volume recovery accelerates as it proceeds and
the volume increases. The τr obtained by fitting Eq. (3) is then an
effective relaxation time representative of the entire recovery pro-
cess. The acceleration effect is stronger at higher aging tempera-
tures, leading to larger β, but the reasons for this are unclear at this
point.

Recovery times are plotted in Fig. 8 along with the reorien-
tational relaxation times measured for TNB above Tg . The latter
were obtained from dielectric measurements at 0.1 MPa and shifted
to 10 MPa using a procedure based on the scaling property of the
dynamics,52 viz.,

τ = f (T/ργ), (4)

where γ is a material constant and f is a function. The scaling
exponent γ for TNB was determined using

γ = ∂ logTg

∂ log ρg
, (5)

in which ρg is the density at the glass transition; the glass temper-
atures and densities were taken from the PVT measurements. The
result was γ = 6.0 (see the inset of Fig. 8). Also plotted in this figure
are the aging relaxation times τaging obtained by fitting Eq. (3) to the
volume of the CG, again fixing β to the value obtained dielectrically
near Tg (β = 0.46).

The relaxation times above Tg in Fig. 8 have the usual non-
Arrhenius behavior. In the glassy state, changes in temperature have
less effect on the density, so a change to a weaker T-dependence
is expected. Previous work has shown that physical aging times for

FIG. 8. Arrhenius plot of the dielectric relaxation times for TNB above Tg (defined
by τα = 100 s and indicated by the dashed horizontal line), along with the time
constants for physical aging of the CG (diamonds). Also shown are recovery times
for the PDG from Eq. (3). The inset is a double logarithmic plot of the density
and temperature at the glass transition; the slope yields the indicated value of the
scaling exponent [Eq. (5)].
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glasses are comparable to the relaxation times of the correspond-
ing liquid,53–55 the latter obtained by extrapolation since they are too
long to be measured below Tg . The data in Fig. 8 are not inconsistent
with this idea, but inadequate to support it.

The recovery time for the PDG is as much as an order of
magnitude shorter than the aging time at the two temperatures
where both were measured. In that sense, unlike TNB glasses
formed by vapor deposition, the PDG is less stable than the cor-
responding conventional glass at the same temperature, consistent
with the former’s higher enthalpy. However, the average recovery
time at the highest temperature (very close to Tg) is significantly
longer than the equilibrium dielectric relaxation time τα at the same
temperature.

There are several phenomenological models of the nonequi-
librium behavior of glass-forming materials in response to changes
in temperature; one of the most widely used of these, the Kovacs-
Aklonis-Hutchinson-Ramos (KAHR) model,56 has been extended
by Ramos et al. to include the effects of pressure on the relax-
ation time.57 For the evolution of the volume under an arbitrary
temperature and pressure history, the model gives the expression

ν = νe + νe ∫
ξ

0
[−(αe − αg)

dT
dξ′
− (ke − kg)

dP
dξ′
]M(ξ − ξ′)dξ′, (6)

where α is the thermal expansion coefficient, k is the isothermal
compressibility, and the subscripts e and g refer to the equilibrium
liquid and the glass, respectively. For the memory function M, we
used a stretched exponential

M(ξ) = exp[−( ξ
τR
)
β
], (7)

in which τR is the relaxation time at the reference state. ξ is the
reduced time, defined as

ξ = ∫
t

0

τRdt′

τ
, (8)

and τ is the material’s relaxation time. The liquid equation of state
determined using PVT measurements gives νe, αe, and ke. Two addi-
tional equations of state were determined for the glass: one measured
using isobaric cooling at various pressures (10–200 MPa) and the
other from isothermal compression at various temperatures (303–
363 K), both starting from the equilibrium liquid. From these, we
obtained calculated αg and kg . For the relaxation time, similar to
Grassia et al.,58–60 we used an expression derived from the Avramov
model,52

τ(T,V) = τ0 exp[( A
TVγ )

ϕ
], (9)

where τ0, A, and ϕ are material constants. Equation (9) satisfies the
density scaling property [Eq. (4)] and describes equilibrium relax-
ation times accurately over a wide range of state points. Fitting (9)
to the ambient pressure dielectric relaxation times using γ = 6.0 as
determined above, we obtain A = 949.5, ϕ = 2.84, and log τ0 = −11.7.
For simplicity, we take β = 0.46, which is the value determined for
the dielectric relaxation peak near Tg . In this manner, the modified
KAHR model [Eqs. (6) and (7)] has no adjustable parameters.

The dotted lines in Fig. 5 show the modified KAHR model’s
prediction, based on the actual pressure and temperature history
used experimentally (for the volume during isobaric cooling of the
CG and heating of the PDG). The modeled PDG is denser than the
CG, but the pressure densification effect is much weaker than that
observed experimentally, by about one-third. The prediction of the
model for the evolution of the volume during aging of the CG and
PDG is shown in Fig. 6. The model captures the aging behavior of
the CG accurately. However, for the PDG, due to the underpredic-
tion of the degree of pressure densification, the initial volume is
much higher than the experimental value. The modeled PDG vol-
ume does show a qualitatively correct behavior—a slight increase
before it decreases to converge with that of the CG. Note that apply-
ing Eq. (9) for the relaxation time to the nonequilibrium state, as we
do here, is not justified. Grassia and Simon61 proposed a method that
more accurately captures the out-of-equilibrium relaxation dynam-
ics; however, the approach requires multiple adjustable parameters
that cannot be determined herein from our experiments. By modify-
ing the equation for the relaxation time, we can significantly change
the location and shape of the ν(T) curves around the glass transition,
but this has a minimal effect on the amount of pressure densification
predicted by the model. Another possible source of discrepancy is
the fact that the modified KAHR model assumes the same kinetics
for relaxation toward equilibrium after a volume change, regardless
of whether it was caused by a change in temperature or pressure.57

Further experimental work is required to examine the validity of this
assumption.

SUMMARY

TNB can be pressure densified to an extent that is among the
largest observed for any organic material. By controlling the tem-
perature, PDG was formed which had a density less than, equal
to, or greater than the density of the corresponding CG. Unlike
ultrastable TNB glass prepared using vapor deposition, pressure
densified TNB exhibits higher enthalpy and lower thermal stability
than the conventional glass formed at ambient pressure. TNB PDG
exhibits anomalous physical aging, with the volume first increasing
and reaching a maximum before finally decreasing toward the equi-
librium volume. This behavior reflects two simultaneous processes:
volume recovery, as the glass restructures following pressure den-
sification, and the usual physical aging toward equilibrium. These
two processes, associated with an increase and a decrease in volume,
respectively, have different kinetics. In an analogous way to physical
aging, the volume recovery can be described phenomenologically as
having a time dependent relaxation time that changes (decreases) as
the glass evolves from its pressure densified state toward a structure
closer to the equilibrium one.

The role of pressure in the creation of metastable glasses has
broad significance. For example, formation of the low and high
density forms of amorphous water is affected by pressure, and
bulk water under pressure forms a disordered solid rather than
a crystal.62–64 Thus, pressure densification experiments can pro-
vide insights into this complex and important liquid. To better
understand the effects of vitrification under pressure, we are cur-
rently carrying out molecular dynamic simulations of TNB. Using
the concept of fictive temperature and pressure to characterize the
nonequilibrium state of the material, the objective is to gain a more
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fundamental understanding of the structural changes accompanying
recovery and aging of PDG.
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